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T

he World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
and its predecessor, the International Meteorological Organization (IMO), have been coordinating the publication of global climate normals at the
monthly scale for about 75 years. Member nations
of the IMO/WMO were first mandated to compute
climate normals for their respective countries for
the 1901–30 period, and are required to update these
climate normals every 30 years, resulting in the
1931–60 normals and the 1961–90 normals. Since
1956, the WMO has recommended that each member
country recompute their 30-year climate normals
every 10 years. Although some member countries
do not update their climate normals every decade,
for ease of comprehension we hereafter refer to the
recommended decadally updated 30-year average as
the standard WMO climate normal.
Given substantial evidence (e.g., Solomon et al.
2007; Milly et al. 2008) indicating that the stationarity of climate statistics can no longer be (and never
should have been) taken for granted, the justification for using a 30-yr normal for describing current
and future climate conditions has increasingly been
called into question (e.g., the 2007 Journal of Applied
Meteorology and Climatology article by Livezey et al.,
hereafter referred to as L07). The key problem is that
climate normals are calculated retrospectively, but
are often utilized prospectively. Specifically, climate
normals are calculated using data from a recent 30-yr
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period, but one of their primary utilities is to provide
stakeholders and decision makers with a metric of
future climate conditions that can be taken into
account in long-term planning considerations. The
utilization of climate normals in this manner adheres to the well-known maxim, “The best predictor
of future behavior is past behavior.” Implicit in this
link between the calculation and the utilization of
climate normals is the notion of stationarity. Weak
stationarity assumes that the expectation (i.e., the
mean value) of a variable is time invariant, and that
second-moment statistics are a function of lag only.
Significant trends in a time series (as opposed to
natural fluctuations about a mean state) violate the
weak stationarity assumption. In turn, if stationarity is violated, a retrospective 30-yr average becomes
considerably less useful as an indicator of current and
future climate conditions.
As discussed by WMO (2007), climate normals are
not only used as predictors of future climate conditions, but are also used to provide a reference value
for the computation of climate anomalies. For placing
current climate conditions in a historical perspective
(i.e., real-time climate monitoring), there are compelling statistical reasons to use climate normals that
are rarely updated—if at all—so that the meaning of
a particular anomaly value will be consistent across
time. This is true whether there are significant trends
in climate time series or not. Similarly, for stationary climate time series, there would be little reason
to update climate normals because, by definition, a
stationary climate’s mean does not change in time.
The 30-yr climate normal under the stationarity assumption could be interpreted as the true background
state, offset by decadal and longer-term tendencies,
and further tweaked by interannual variability (e.g.,
ENSO-related variations) as well as random and
systematic errors. Thus, for stationary time series,
the standard WMO climate normal is a reasonable
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metric with respect to both of its primary utilizations. Conversely, if climate conditions are deemed
to be nonstationary, the standard WMO normal
still retains its utility for placing current conditions
in a historical context, but the predictive value is
compromised.
Climate scientists have been concerned with the
definition of climate normals since before the WMO
mandate was put in place, with renewed interest in
the last 30 years due in large part to observed climate
change. To address the shortcomings of traditional
climate normals in a changing climate, L07 and
others have been advocating for the development of
alternative normal products that are better indicators of current and future climate conditions. We
contend that the most straightforward approach
for creating alternative climate normals is to alter
the generalized definition of the standard WMO
climate normal. Arguably, every possible alternative
climate normal that can be devised is the result of
altering one or more of five fundamental attributes.
Below, we describe these five attributes, formulate
a generalized equation for WMO-type climate normals, and briefly consider a few ways to alter the
standard WMO definition to arrive at alternative
climate normals.
FIVE KEY ATTRIBUTES OF THE STANDARD WMO CLIMATE NORMAL. Although
climate normals are simply 30-yr averages, the
computation of climate normals is a nontrivial,
multifaceted process. The WMO provides member
nations with considerable leeway on the methodology employed in computing climate normals, such as
quality control, the handling of missing data values,
etc. Here, we ignore these methodological specifics
and restrict ourselves to the statistical definition of
the standard WMO climate normal (i.e., the metric of
“typical” climate conditions). There are five important
attributes of the normals metric:

•
•
•
•
•

it is a temporal average;
the average is unweighted;
the averaging period is 30 consecutive years;
it is a causal filter (using past and current values
only); and
it is updated once per decade.

Considering these five attributes, the generalized
equation form for this class of average-based normals
metrics is as follows:
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y ( t 0 + k∆t ) =

t 0 + k∆t

∑

i =t 0 + k∆t − N +1

w (i ) x (i )

(1)

Here, y is the climate normal, x is the observed
annual time series, w is a weighting function, k is an
integer, Δt is the update frequency, t0 is a reference
year, and N is the number of years averaged. For the
standard WMO climate normal, N = 30, w is set to a
constant value of 1/30, Δt = 10 years, and t0 is a multiple of 10 years. Substituting, the standard WMO
climate normal metric is defined as follows:

y ( t 0 + 10k ) =

1 t0 +10 k
∑ x (i )
30 i =t0 +10 k −29

(2)

For the case of the 1971–2000 climate normals
(setting k = 0, presuming t0 = 2,000), Eq. (2) reduces
further to an even more familiar form as follows:

y ( 2000 ) =

1 2000
∑ x (i )
30 i =1971

(3)

Alternative normals products can be created by
changing one or more of the five attributes listed
above. In the remainder of this section, we provide
additional details for each of the five attributes, and
briefly describe how the attributes can be modified
to arrive at alternative normals.
Temporal average. The defining characteristic of
traditional climate normals is that they are based
on averages. The average, or mean, is ubiquitous in
weather and climate applications as an indication of
central tendency. Specifically, climate normals are
temporal averages, and can be considered running
averages of sorts, although they are only updated once
per decade. In time series filtering theory, a running
average is a very simple low-pass filter, which means it
smoothes out high-frequency variations (e.g., year-toyear to interannual fluctuations such as those associated with the El Niño–Southern Oscillation) to highlight a background state. Assuming stationarity, the
rationale is that these higher-frequency fluctuations
are superimposed on the mean background state; this
background state is precisely what the WMO climate
normal metric attempts to quantify.
There is no natural law mandating that “typical”
weather conditions be represented as an averaged
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value. The median is a viable alternative that also provides a measure of central tendency. Further, a strong
trend in a climate time series renders a temporal
average an unsuitable choice for describing a background climate state. A temporal average essentially
undermines the predictability inherent with a trend,
since it involves simply taking the arithmetic mean of
30 values without regard to their temporal ordering,
effectively smoothing out relative outliers in the first
and second halves of the time series.
Truly time-dependent normals exist that do not
rely on averaging. For example, L07 shows that a
simple regression line can be considered a timedependent normal. The point in time through which
the regression line passes is the normal value for that
year. Specifically, L07 proposes a Hinge Fit regression consisting of a constant value through 1975 and
a linear fit thereafter. Similarly, the relatively new
technique known as Empirical Mode Decomposition
(EMD) has been used to define a normals metric.
The lowest-order residual time series resulting from
EMD analysis of climate time series is purported to
represent a climate normal function. Both of these
methods may be particularly useful for defining
“normal” conditions for time series that exhibit large
trends (either positive or negative).
Unweighted. The WMO climate normal is an unweighted average. Every single year in the averaging
period imparts the same influence on the normal
value. Therefore, the first year of the period has the
same influence as the last year. Similarly, the first
half of the period exerts the same influence as the
second half. As an example, consider the 1971–2000
normals. The 1971–85 subperiod has the same impact
as the 1986–2000 subperiod, whereas the individual
contributions of the 1971 value and the 2000 value are
equivalent. For a climate series that exhibits neither a
significant trend nor positive serial autocorrelation,
there is little incentive to use a weighted average.
However, observations do indicate that significant
trends in temperature, for example, exist over many
parts of the world. Therefore, it is conceivably advantageous to provide greater weight to more recent
data and limit the influence of the earliest values.
This could be imposed via the function w in (1). Presumably, w would take the form of a monotonically
increasing function (i.e., each successive year would
be assigned a greater weight than the previous year).
The weights could be determined based on theoretical techniques developed for filtering near endpoints,
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

such as those described by Mann (2004, 2008) and
Arguez et al. (2008). Alternatively, empirically determined weights could be utilized based on individual
time series characteristics, analogous to the empirical
weight exercise employed by Arguez et al. (2008).
Thirty years. Arguably the most intuitive and practical
alternative to a 30-yr normal is to average over a different number of years (N). Basing climate normals
on 30-yr averages has been standard practice for
almost a century now, since the IMO first mandated
that member countries provide climate normals for
their respective countries. Interestingly, elementary
statistics texts often state that a sample size of 30 is the
“rule of thumb” threshold for which reliable estimates
can be determined.
Considering climate change (e.g., the warming
that has occurred over much of the U.S. since the
1970s), one would expect a shorter time interval
average would be more representative of the current
state of the climate, at the time of reporting, than a
30-yr average. Changing the value of N in (1) results
in a simple alternative normal. Technically, this can
also be accomplished by fixing N to a large value and
removing unwanted years by setting the corresponding values of w to zero, essentially imposing a filtering
window. However, we include both parameters N and
w to highlight the distinctions between weighted
averages and unweighted N-yr averages.
An abundance of anecdotal evidence suggests that
the U.S. energy industry, particularly with respect to
load forecasting by utilities and rate setting by state
agencies, is moving to shorter-term averages for determining “normal” weather (McMenamin 2008; J.
Sanderson 2007, personal communication; C. Marple
2007, personal communication; A. Heinen 2007, personal communication; T. Hennessey 2008, personal
communication). It is not uncommon for industry
representatives to utilize 10-, 15-, and/or 20-yr normals, although the number of years to average over
(N) is sometimes determined somewhat arbitrarily
and/or a posteriori.
In a 1996 Journal of Climate article, Huang et al.
developed a method for computing normals based on
an “optimal” averaging period (N). These so-called
Optimal Climate Normals (OCN) are based on the
predictive skill of normals for a 1-yr lead time. Citing
practical reasons for choosing fixed averaging periods
for the entire United States, their analysis determined
that the optimal averaging period is 10 years for
temperature normals and 15 years for precipitation
June 2011
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normals over the United States. More recently, L07
argued that the N values for computing OCN should
be computed separately for each of a station’s annually
sampled time series. It is easily shown that for stations
exhibiting near-zero trends, the N value determined
by the OCN technique is typically greater than 30
years. This is because, for a seemingly stationary
time series, the best estimate results when the largest
possible sample is included in the average. For time
series with very large trends—regardless of sign—the
OCN technique as described in L07 can result in N
values much smaller than 30 (in practice as low as 5
years) for U.S. monthly temperatures.
Causal filter. Time-series filtering is used to extract
salient time scales from time series, often to “smooth
out” high-frequency variations. A causal filter is a
filter in which the output value—the filtered value—
is a function of past and/or present values only. The
implication is that the current filtered value was
“caused” by the previously recorded conditions.
The standard WMO climate normal is essentially
computed as a causal filter, since it is calculated
retrospectively. This is inferred from (1) because the
index of y is identical to the upper summation limit,
meaning that the normal value is a function of past
and present values only.
This stands in sharp contrast to acausal filters,
which depend on “future” values. Acausal filtering,
such as using conventional running means, typically
results in filtered values that depict the midpoint of the
filtering range. Thus, acausal filters are often referred
to as centered filters. For example, a 5-month running average of August–December 2010 temperature
values represents a smoothed value for October 2010.
Consequently, the filtered value for October cannot be
computed until data for December are available.
Following this alternate convention, it is reasonable to regard the 1971–2000 climate normals as indications of typical climate conditions for 1985/1986,
which is the midpoint of the averaging range. The
next recommended installment of WMO climate normals (covering 1981–2010) will be released no sooner
than 2011. Until this product release, the “current”
climate normals will be, arguably, up to ~25 years outof-date. However, note that even when a new product
is released every decade, the centering aspect of filter
theory implies that standard WMO climate normals
will always be at least 15 years out-of-date.
There are several ways to alter the normals metric
definition such that the output value is indicative of
702 |

the time of computation, rather than indicative of the
middle of the averaging range. One indirect option
was discussed earlier: using filter weights, determined
either empirically or theoretically, to allow more
recent observations to exert more influence on the
average. However, a truly centered, acausal solution
requires extrapolation, inevitably injecting some
degree of prediction error. Predicting future values
can either be accomplished via statistical methods
(such as autoregressive models) or via downscaled
climate model projections. A 30-yr average centered
on today could be computed from the most recent
15 years of observations, along with the forecast for
the next 15 years. In work commissioned by the U.K.
energy industry, the Met Office Hadley Centre has
used an analogous approach to update the climatological temperature baselines used in energy demand
planning. A dynamical decadal prediction system
was used to “extend” observed historical temperature
records into the future. The long-term temperature
average centered on the current year, or any year in
the forthcoming decade, was then calculated using
a mix of observed and predicted temperatures (personal communication, Richard Graham).
Decadal updates. The WMO mandates member
countries to compute 30-yr normals once every 30
years (1901–30, 1931–60, 1961–90, 1991–2020, etc.),
but recommends that member countries create decadal updates as well. Presuming stationarity, the true
mean background state (μ) would not fluctuate from
one decade to another (or from one 30-yr period to
another), yet differences between decadal updates
would mostly highlight long-term variability (and
shorter-term variability to a lesser extent) superimposed on a constant background state. Conversely,
if we presume a trend exists in the data record, then
decadal updates become essential for monitoring such
a trend’s effects on what is considered “normal.” In
fact, a prominent trend would warrant that updates
be initiated as frequently as possible. The obvious
alternative to a decadally updated climate normal
is to update the 30-yr average annually—setting Δt
equal to 1 yr in (1)—as recommended in L07. Simple
calculations using monthly mean temperature data
demonstrate that for station-month time series
exhibiting strong relative trends, annually updated
climate normals can outperform decadally updated
normals over 90% of the time as the decadal average
becomes more out-of-date during the intervening decade between calculations of standard WMO climate
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normals. This effect is magnified for member nations
that only compute normals every 30 years.
CONCLUSIONS. The standard WMO climate
normal is a useful, albeit imperfect, metric. Indeed,
no metric can be perfect by definition. Climate
change, and in particular significant nonzero trends
in climate time series, renders the standard WMO
climate normal less useful. For use as a reference
period average for computing climate anomalies,
climate normals retain their usefulness despite
climate change, although updating the reference
period can lead to dramatic changes in the anomaly
values (and their interpretations). Climate monitoring centers should proceed with caution if and when
base periods are changed for computing real-time
anomalies. If we accept that climate conditions
are indeed nonstationary, then for the purposes of
providing more accurate depictions of current and
future climate conditions, climate normals should
be 1) updated as frequently as possible (i.e., annually); and/or 2) computed in an alternative manner.
Alternative approaches include choosing N ≠ 30,
computing climate normals as an acausal filter, using
a weighted average, and/or redefining “normal” as
some quantity other than an average.
Note that we have focused on the definition of
the climate-normals metric, which is a statistical
construct. While the statistical definition is universal,
the real-world applicability of a particular alternative
is not. For example, it is highly likely that the best
alternative for monthly temperature normals will
differ for monthly precipitation normals; consider the
possibility of defining “normal” as a 15-yr average for
the former and a 40-yr median for the latter. Further,
varying underlying time series characteristics, such
as trend and residual autocorrelation (L07), result in
seasonal and regional disparities in the performance
of particular alternative techniques. These issues
need to be considered in any evaluation of alternative
techniques.
Clearly, the standard WMO climate normal is not
ideal in an era of observed climate change. Future
work should be undertaken to identify a thorough list
of alternative climate normals, conduct an evaluation
of all viable techniques, and recommend and provide
specific alternative normals products to stakeholders
and decision makers. It is our contention that accurate
depictions of current and future climate conditions
necessitate the development of alternative climate
normal products.
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The Integrated Surface Database
Recent Developments and Partnerships
by

Adam Smith, Neal Lott, and Russ Vose

H

ourly surface-based meteorological observations
are the most-used, most-requested type of climatological data, but historically they have been
scattered across multiple repositories worldwide in a
variety of disparate formats. This greatly complicated
the life of the end user and significantly increased the
cost of data usage. To address this problem, in 1998
NOAA’s National Climatic Data Center (NCDC)
initiated the Integrated Surface Database (ISD)
project. The goal of the project was to merge numerous surface hourly datasets into a common format
and data model, thus providing a single collection
of global hourly data for the user that was continuously updated and available. Additional benefits of
integration include the reduction of subjectivity and
inconsistencies among datasets that span multiple
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observing networks and platforms; standardized
quality control (QC) based on reporting time resolution (e.g., a QC methodology for hourly temperature
data independent of network); and products that are
more easily developed and improved by collective
experience and expertise.
The outcome of this effort is a dataset containing
data from more than 100 original data sources that
collectively archived hundreds of meteorological
variables. The primary data sources include the
Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS), Automated Weather Observing System (AWOS), Synoptic, Airways, METAR, Coastal Marine (CMAN),
Buoy, and various others, from both military and
civilian stations including both automated and
manual observations. “Summary of day” parameters
such as maximum/minimum temperature, 24-h precipitation, and snow depth are also included in ISD,
to the extent that they are reported in the hourly data
sources. Also, for ASOS sites, the daily summaries
transmitted by each station are now being ingested
into ISD. Some of the most common meteorological
parameters include wind speed and direction, wind
gust, temperature, dew point, cloud data, sea level
pressure, altimeter setting, station pressure, present weather, visibility, precipitation amounts for
various time periods, and snow depth. Total data
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